Missouri School Directory
Variables and Definitions By Building
Alphabetically Sorted by Variable Name

BGRADE - beginning grade for the building
CTYDIST - 6 digit county district code
DCOUNTY - county district resides in
DSUPAREA - state supervisors area of responsibility
EGRADE - ending grade for the building
PRINFN - principals first name
PRINLN - principals last name
PRINMI - principals middle initial
PRINSAL - principals salutation, ie. Mr. Dr. Ms.
PRINTITL - principals title, ie. Prin., Director
PRINYREX - principals years of experience
SCHADDR1 - school address
SCHADDR2 - additional address line
SCHCITY - school city
SCHEMAIL - email address
SCHENRNR - school enrollment - non residential
SCHEMRR - school enrollment - residential
SCHFAX - fax
SCHNAME - school name
SCHNUM - 4 digit number for each building, designates the level of the building, ie. 4000-6999
denotes elementary buildings
SCHPHONE - phone
SCHTENR - total enrollment
SCHTTEACH - total teachers
SCHZIP - zip